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About This Game

In Dungeon Escape VR you find yourself trapped in a dungeon cell.
To escape you need to solve various puzzles and challenges.

Featuring challenges such as safes, labyrinth-puzzles, buzzwire and more.
Look in drawers and break objects to find what you need to get out.

Search your cell by picking up and interacting with objects.
Can you find all the clues and solve the puzzles to get out?

Features:

Challenging puzzles with increasing difficulty.

Test yourself in both logic puzzles and skill-based challenges.

Features both pickupable objects as well as destructible objects.

Immersive environment.

Room-scale support.

Teleportation support.
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Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Dungeon Escape VR
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Silver Machine Studios
Publisher:
Silver Machine Studios
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or better

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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I bought this because another reviewer compared it to Abode. Was not disappointed.

Very polished, good puzzle diversity, challenging but not frustrating. Was also impressed that the second 'hard' room reuses all
of the same elements\/props, but still feels fresh and interesting. It does contain some skill based obstacles which may be
frustrating to people who only want puzzles\/riddles, but I enjoyed them all.

So I'll just say it again: If you liked Abode (or any well done room escape games) definitely check this out.. Not bad. The easy
level is a little too easy; I think it would be a little better if you didn't need to complete the easy level to unlock the hard level,
because there's really not a lot to the easy level if you've played any escape room types of games before. But the hard level has
some basic logic puzzles and some stuff to unlock.

I was surprised to find that the hard level opened the exit when I had found all but one of the cubes. I suspect the developer did
this in case people really didn't like one of the puzzles (possibly after feedback about the "trace the wire" puzzle, which *is*
pretty frustrating on the hard level, particularly since the error buzz is so startling if you don't turn that off in the options), but I
sort of expected something additional to happen when I got the last cube anyway--but no, it won't even go into its slot. That was
a little disappointing.

So this one is short and pretty easy, but it's really not too bad. The marble maze in particular is well done, and really does feel
similar to physical ones I've used, which is something of an accomplishment given that VR doesn't have much in the way of
haptic feedback.

Recommended if you enjoy the genre and want a mild but well-made diversion.. Every other task was fun but the electric rod
one\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off so much its so annoying i would get it all the way through
and nothing would happen and yes the thing was on. Solid VR escape the room type game. It has two modes, "easy" and "hard".
The easy takes around 20 minutes to complete, the hard one longer. Overall probably about an hour to an hour and a half of
gameplay. The VR immersion is good as well, so if you like these type of games, I'd definitely pick it up.. the floor is just far
enough away so that when i try to grab the safe cracking book i cant.
i tried using that steam thing that lets you move the floor before i opened the game but no luck
probably would be a very good game though. I enjoyed this game. The only thing that I would change was to have a snap effect
when you teleport in front of each station. I found myself teleporting into the objects and having to keep turning around to face
them.

Because of this, I got tangled in my wires quite a bit. But otherwise cool game, neat puzzles, good visuals.. Great object
interaction physics\/mechanics, really one of the first Escape the Room VR games that felt natural and immersive. A little
disappointed by the lack of replayablility and game length, but this is justified by the price point. Will be watching this dev for
what they make next.. Nice little escape room with some interesting puzzles. Highly recommended if you like escape rooms.. I
couldn't pick things up off the ground. Not a bad game, all in all.

I wish it had more puzzles instead of 'skill based mini-games', but at least the more frustrating ones are not really a problem.

What almost makes me quit is the lack of a 'walking' option... I HATE having to move only with teleporting...

- Nice graphics (simple and clean)... (not an intentional reference to Kingdom Hearts, just a happy accident).
- Cool ambient sounds.
- Good value for your money if you get it on sale.

Maybe a downside could be that it is way too easy and short, but since it is very cheap I can't really complain too much about
that.
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Nice yet short. At this point I'd start to expect VR escape room games to bit a little longer but its still good enough. In a years
time I dont think devs would get away with just the one small room and two modes.. This is a genuinely fun escape-the-room
game with a few unique elements you don't see in other VR takes on the genre. Biggest critique is it's short length, probably
won't take you longer than an hour to beat the game, but you are presented with a "hard mode" that includes some new puzzles
and that adds a good amount to the game. I would definitely recommend for $5. I bought this game for my grand son, We will
not be able to use it because I did not know what VR ment, So I will request a refund. @ thank You. I check the other two
games tomarrow.. A missed opportunity.

This game feels like a low quality room escape game in reality, and fails to capitalize on the opportunities that VR offers.. I
finished in ~35 minutes and my brother took ~45 minutes. Good length for the price.

The atmosphere \/ style is reminiscent of Abode. Sharp, clean visuals and sound with a strong sense of theme. So for the
environment, I'll give it an A.
The puzzles were good. Fairly standard per the genre, but nicely incorporated into the room. Easy level took about 10 minutes.
Hard only took me another 15 minutes as there were no new elements, but some increase in challenge per puzzle. Gameplay gets
a B+.

Overall, very nice. It's one I'm keeping, as it's short but challenging. A perfect escape room to share with anyone. Kids and
adults can enjoy it, and finish in a reasonable amount of time too. Well done. I hope to see more of your work in the future. :)

EDIT:
The developer was quick to respond and all issues I reported have been fixed. Teleportation is solid and the tumblers are much
more responsive.. Very well made puzzle room.

It's really two puzzle rooms in one:
After you beat it on Easy, you play again on Hard.

Nice graphic style. Clean and simple. I dig it.

Great value for the price. Highly recommended.. Handling for one puzzle is absolute garbage, makes the puzzle unplayable..
Awesome VR puzzler. Very well designed for the VR space and interactions. All the puzzles made sense and were fair - no
weird and obscure answers. Definitely worth a look.

Cleverly includes 2 difficulty levels for extra replay value, with different puzzles using similar props.. Very enjoyable Escape
room game. Nothing overly taxing but feels rewarding to finish both levels. Short and sweet
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